
Innovation and Organizational Agility: 
Keys to Survival in a Data Driven Age



Learning Objectives

In this presentation we hope to…

• Establish the need for innovation and organizational agility in 
today’s market.

• Define Psychological Safety and convince you of its value as a 
baseline for an innovation mindset and organizational agility.

• Share tools for creating Psychological Safety on your own 
teams.
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Ted Lasso: How a TV Show Can Help 
Transform Your Team

Ted Lasso || Heroes - YouTube 3

**NOTE** we will need to play clip on this slide. The 
PowerPoint presentation is too large to send when we 
embed the clip in the PowerPoint.  The original video is 
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It_vbzUDhI8.  
Full video is 5:46.  We cannot play the full video due to 
time.  We will need to be able to start the video at 1:59 
(where Coach Lasso says ‘Go Easy on Yourself’) and end the 
video at 2:57 (after Coach Lasso says ‘Do you Believe in 
Miracles).  If AHOU tech team is able to secure this for us, it 
will be most appreciated.  Feel free to contact Marjorie 
Bridges mbridges@scor.com with any questions.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It_vbzUDhI8


Ted Lasso: How a TV Show Can Help 
Transform Your Team
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Why Do We Care?

Employee 
Satisfaction

Recruiting Stronger 
Financial 

Performance

Adaptability Competitive 
Advantage

“While innovation is crucial for the long-term performance of any 
organization, it’s especially important for large corporations looking to 
grow – or even looking to keep their current market position – with half 

of the S&P 500 forecasted to be replaced in the next ten years.”

Source: Innosight, May 2021
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The Need for Agility

On a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), respond 
to these statements:
• My team or company would benefit from faster decision-making and shorter 

delivery cycles.
• My organization is very bureaucratic. 
• If I make a mistake, my team or manager holds that against me.
• It is easy for me to bring up problems with my team or manager.
• When I see a project heading for failure, I feel comfortable speaking up.



Learning Keeps Us Relevant

People learn by having an experience, 
reflecting on the experience, making a 
conclusion and experimenting, as 
shown in Kolb’s Learning Cycle (see to 
the right). People learn even more in 
inclusive experiments, creating shared 
experiences, reflecting collectively, and 
continuing this cycle with other people. 

Credit: Adam Bower “Purpose-Driven Communities Inspire Life to Flourish”
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Test Boundaries

• Ask “Why?”

• Encourage experimentation

• Question assumptions

• Challenge constraints

• Reject the intolerable
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Innovation

Credit: Humanocracy



To Create a Culture of Innovation, You Need to 
Focus on Continuous Improvement

Would your teams say they have time for continuous 
improvement?

• Yes

• No

• What’s Continuous Improvement? 
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Story Time!
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Why is Psychological Safety so Important for Agile 
Teams & Continuous Improvement?

Many teams in the industry have adopted Agile 
due to the proven benefits agility brings to an 
organization.
Agile Teams have built in practices that allow for 
Continuous Improvement:

• Retrospectives

• Sprint Reviews

• Daily Stand Ups

But to get the full benefit of these practices, 
people need to feel safe to speak freely…

Embracing Agile: How to master the process that’s transforming management by Darrell Rigby, Jeff 
Sutherland, and Hirotaka Takeuchi, Embracing Agile (hbr.org) 11

https://hbr.org/2016/05/embracing-agile
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What Could A Retrospective Look Like?

What went well this Sprint?
“Aleisha was a huge help to me with that thing I was stuck on!”
What could we improve?
“Our documentation isn’t great and it’s hard for new folks to 
get started.  We should spend some time to make it better.”

What went well this Sprint?
“Everything was fine.”
Really?  We didn’t finish half our work.  What could we 
improve?
“…”



How Does Psychological Safety 
(or Lack Thereof) Affect Your 
Team?

Is your team engaged in the work they do?

Do they share ideas  and concerns openly?

Are they able to critique each other honestly and 
compassionately?

Do people feel free to run experiments?

Is it safe to admit you don’t know something?

Without the ability to do these things, 
teams can never be high performing.
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Cultivating Psychological Safety

Provide a mental framework of 
mistakes as opportunities for 
improvement rather than 
punishment.

Inviting everyone to think in aspirational 
terms about the desired future state of their 
team or organization gives people a voice 
and helps create psychological safety.

Once a team has take the step of 
participating, responses to that 
participation need to be 
appreciative, respectful, and offer 
a path forward.

Responding Productively
Inviting Participation

Setting The Stage

“Psychological safety sets the stage for a more honest, more challenging, 
more collaborative, and thus also more effective work environment.”
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Psychological Safety Success & Fails



What do we want you to take away?

Learning Objectives:

• Establish the need for innovation and organizational agility in 
today’s market.

• Define Psychological Safety and convince you of it’s value as a 
baseline for an innovation mindset and organizational agility.

• Share tools for creating Psychological Safety on your own 
teams.
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Based on what we’ve discussed here today…

How would you rate your organization in terms of Psychological Safety?

1 – Not Psychologically Safe At All

2 – Minimally Psychologically Safe (a few safe teams)

3 – Somewhat Psychological Safe (pockets of Psychological Safety)

4 – Mostly Psychologically Safe (many safe teams)

5 – Completely Psychologically Safe
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What Questions 
Do You Have?
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Resources

Books & Articles by Amy Edmondson

• The Fearless Organization (Book)

• A Fly on the Wall in a Fearless Organization

• Today’s Leaders Need Vulnerability, Not 

Bravado

Articles on Agility

• Enterprise agility explained with five statistics

• Scaling agility: A new operating model for 

insurers

Other Resources

• Drive: The Surprising Truth About What 

Motivates Us by Dan Pink

• Humanocracy: Creating Organizations as 

Amazing as the People Inside Them by Gary 

Hamel, Michele Zanini, et al.

• Managing For Happiness by Jurgen Appelo

• Unlocking diversity's promise: psychological 

safety, trust and inclusion by Stephen Scott & 

Amy Edmondson (Reuters Article)
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https://www-psychologytoday-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-fearless-organization/201906/fly-the-wall-in-fearless-organization?amp
https://hbr.org/2020/10/todays-leaders-need-vulnerability-not-bravado
https://financialservicesblog.accenture.com/enterprise-agility-explained-with-five-statistics
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/scaling-agility-a-new-operating-model-for-insurers
https://www.danpink.com/books/drive/
https://www.humanocracy.com/
https://management30.com/books/managing-for-happiness/
https://mobile-reuters-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN2C01N2
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